THE NILE AND EGYPTIAN CIVILIZATION
Jjy A, MORET, Professor at tie College of France.
With 24 plates, 79 text illustrations and 3 maps, 253. net.
" This brilliant story of Egyptian society, M. Moret's peculiar contribution
to Egyptology is that he has taken the disjecta membra of Egyptian history and
of them has built anew the living body of that amazing culture. What was it
that secured to Egypt a civilization more stable than that of any other of the
great kingdoms of antiquity ? M, Morct tells us It was the Nile, coupled
with the establishment of a religious system imposing its sanctions on every
social duty. As seen in his sympathetic retrospect, this great religion is curiously
attractive. It was the real moral and spiritual force permeating the whole of
F<n ptian life. Art and science and literature ministered to it, and it sustained
for milleniums the mos.t massive, coherent, and amiable civilization the world
has known,"—Times Literary Supplement.
THE HISTORY OF MUSIC
By CECIL GRAY.
Second impression,    122. 6d. net.
*' Here is just the book readers have been looking for, and looking for too
long in vain.   No music-lover would find it other than arresting from cover
to  cover.     Its distinction of style     ,     .     its meticulous -accuracy
its fresh and original standpoint.   It is not too much to say that it is one of the
most illuminating books of this decade."—sir richard terry, in Qugen.
" A book which is quite one of the best of its kind."—Observer..
THE ROMAN WORLD
By VICTOR CHAPGT, Professor at the Ecole dss Beaux-Arts.
With 2 plates and 12 maps, i6s. net,
" This survey of the Roman Empire presents in a compendious form an
account of the expansion of Rome, the machinery of provincial government,
and finally a survey of the Empire and its fortunes province by province. This
is the fullest account of the Empire which has appeared in English since the
translation of Mommsen's two volumes nearly fifty years ago. It is enriched by
the discoveries that have been made in the meantime, and Its excellent bibli-
ography brings the sources up to date. The volume has some useful maps,"
'Times Literary Supplement'
MACEDONIAN IMPERIALISM, and the EelUnimtwn of
the East
By P. JOUGUET, Professor in the University of Paris,
With 7 plates and 5 maps, 2 is, net,
'* He has told a most fascinating story and told it so well that it forms an
excellent sequel to the ordinary histories of Greece,' Particularly valuable is
his account of the Hellenization of Aeia and of Bgypt, of the public and private
life of the latter, and of the establishment of the Greek and Macedonian military
,anet other colonies, To read his book shows that no one can afford to neglect
the study of the Hellenistic period, which was responsible for many fundamental
elements of modern cmMxation."—-2V«w Literary
IS

